CAMPARI CELEBRATES N100 THIS NEGRONI WEEK
THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED CENTENARY OF THE NEGRONI COCKTAIL
Campari and the city of Florence unveil a unique plaque to commemorate 100 years of The Negroni
Florence, 25th June 2019 - This year, Campari, the iconic Italian aperitif, celebrates a momentous occasion for
one of the world’s most iconic cocktails. Voted as the second most popular cocktail in the world1, the Negroni
celebrates its centenary as one hundred years have come and gone since the first ever serve of the crimson
drink was created in Café Casoni, Florence, in 1919. Revered for its perfectly balanced combination of three
ingredients; equal parts of Campari, Red Vermouth and London Dry gin, The Negroni cocktail is officially set to
go down in history.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NEGRONI
Dating back to 1919, The Negroni cocktail is said to have been created by Forsco Scarselli, after the renowned
Count Camilo Negroni asked him to strengthen his favourite cocktail – the Americano – by replacing soda water
with a splash of gin. Scarselli added an orange slice as garnish, rather than the usual lemon twist, and from this
moment on, the Negroni was born.

Having travelled to America and spent time in London expanding his knowledge on spirits, including London
dry gin, Camillo took his experience and erudition as inspiration to contribute to the creation of the now historic
cocktail. The news of his creation spread quickly across the region as a result of Camillo Negroni being an
influential figure of the time, and it was not long before everyone was making their way to the bar and,
everywhere else, to order a ‘Negroni’.
The Negroni has since then captured the attention of many cocktail connoisseurs from around the world,
including renowned bartender and drinks historian, Luca Picchi who dedicated the best part of his life to
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studying the history and trends emerging around this Campari based aperitivo, publishing a dedicated book in
2015, the year where the Negroni took over the mainstream, titled ‘Negroni Cocktail An Italian Legend.’
Discussing N100, Luca Picchi said: “The Negroni and its rich history have been fascinating to me – studying the
secrets, truths and legends behind the creation of such a distinctive serve has been a great life project, that I
am so excited to continue on pursuing. As my all-time favourite cocktail, it is a joy to be able to participate and
contribute to the celebration of its centenary. Such a balanced recipe in a mixed drink is rare, and that is why it
has stood the test of time and will continue as a global favourite for many years to come, with Campari at its
core”
Andrea Neri Managing Director Italian Icons, Campari Group says: “It’s an exciting year in the history of the
brand, celebrating the most quintessential cocktails in Campari’s repertoire. We are so pleased to see the rise
in popularity in this amazing drink, and even more delighted to be celebrating it’s centenary, N100, with the
world this summer - as the red heart of the Negroni, Campari is proud to be a key part of the legacy”
N100 CELEBRATIONS
The N100 celebration kickstarted in February as Campari launched the latest Red Diaries edition, the enigmatic
short film Entering Red directed by critically acclaimed Matteo Garrone, starring world renowned actress Ana
De Armas. A story of three parts, Mind, Heart and Soul, Entering Red represents the three ingredients of the
Negroni, all the while tracing an unexpected journey of self-discovery. N100 got six of the world’s best
bartenders, the Red Hands, to create six fantastic twists on the classic Negroni cocktail, making N100 a truly
global celebration.
PLAQUE UNVEIL IN FLORENCE
The pinnacle of the N100 celebration will take place in Florence on June 25th, to fittingly honour the iconic
drink at the heart of where it all began. Following an initiative by Gabriele Maselli, Florence’s Chairman of
Historical and Traditional Practices, an exclusive plaque will be unveiled on the walls of the former Café Casoni,
where the first Negroni was served to the count in 1919, proving that Campari truly has been at the heart of
the cocktail from the very beginning. This momentous ceremony, which coincides with the kick off of the annual
Negroni Week, an international charity initiative that has raised over $2 Million since it first launched seven
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years ago, has been led by Gabriele Maselli, at a press conference launching the plaque globally for all to see.
Exciting guests were of attendance, including Count Negroni’s very own grandchildren, Pier Lamberto Negroni
Bentivoglio and Paolo Andalò Negroni Bentivoglio.
Gabriele Maselli, Association of Historical, Traditional and Typical Florentine Businesses Chairman declared:
“The city of Florence is steeped in history, and being home to a number of world-famous establishments
created to offer the perfect environment to enjoy the Italian lifestyle, it is only fitting that it’s the birthplace of
the legendary drink that is the Negroni. We’re so pleased to be marking this centenary as we unveil a new
plaque on the walls of the former Caffé Casoni – we look forward to welcoming people from around the globe
to visit this space and pay tribute to such a memorable drink”
Reflecting on the centenary, Pier Lamberto Negroni Bentivoglio and Paolo Andalò Negroni Bentivoglio said:
“It is amazing to see the legacy of our grandfather live on as people from all over join us with Campari, the
essential ingredient of the Negroni, in Florence to toast to an iconic cocktail fit for an iconic man. We are glad
to see the cocktail rise to such popularity today and, are even more pleased to see the good it has brought,
being associated to the celebratory event with a charitable cause that is Negroni Week.”
END
#Campari #N100
www.campari.com
https://www.youtube.com/EnjoyCampari
https://www.facebook.com/Campari
https://instagram.com/campariofficial
https://twitter.com/campari
THE NEGRONI RECIPE
Ingredients:
-

1 Part (1oz, 3cl) Campari
1 Part (1oz, 3cl) Gin (Campari recommends BULLDOG gin)
1 Part (1oz, 3cl) Vermouth (Campari recommends 1757 Vermouth di Torino)
1 Slice of orange

Make it:
1- Pour all ingredients directly into a rock glass filled with ice
2- Garnish with a slice of orange
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NOTES TO EDITORS
For media enquiries, please use: International Press Contacts
ABOUT CAMPARI
Campari is a contemporary and charismatic classic. The secret recipe, which has remained unchanged, originated in
Novara in 1860 and is the base for some of the most famous cocktails around the world, Campari is an alcoholic spirit
obtained from the infusion of bitter herbs, aromatic plants and fruit in alcohol and water. With its vibrant red colour,
intense aroma and inspiring flavour, Campari has always been a symbol of intrigue and pleasure, which unfurls itself
into a captivating drinking experience. These are the values that have made the Campari brand famous throughout
the world as an icon of passionate Italian style and excellence.
ABOUT THE NEGRONI
It was around the year 1919 in Florence when Count Camillo Negroni contemplated ordering an Americano cocktail
but decided it was time for a change. He requested it with a touch of gin instead of soda, inspired by his last trip to
London and its prevalent gin scene. The bartender was pleased to honour Count Camillo Negroni’s request and
added an orange garnish rather than the lemon wedge of the Americano to signify the new drink he had created. In
Florence, the Count’s ‘usual’ became known as Count Negroni’s Americano, or the “Americano with a touch of gin”,
but whatever it was referred to as back then, the Negroni was born. The Negroni is now one of the most famous
contemporary classic cocktails. Anywhere you go in the world, you will find a mixologist who can make you the iconic
Negroni. The original recipe, the perfectly balanced combination of equal parts of Campari, Red Vermouth and
London Dry gin, is almost a century old and continues to be enjoyed today. The International Bartenders Association
(IBA) lists Campari as an official ingredient of the Negroni, and thus, there is no Negroni without Campari! For more
information visit www.campari.com.
ABOUT CAMPARI GROUP
Campari Group is a major player in the global spirits industry, with a portfolio of over 50 premium and super
premium brands, spreading across Global, Regional and Local priorities. Global Priorities, the Group’s key focus,
include Aperol, Appleton Estate, Campari, SKYY, Wild Turkey and Grand Marnier. The Group was founded in 1860
and today is the sixth-largest player worldwide in the premium spirits industry. It has a global distribution reach,
trading in over 190 nations around the world with leading positions in Europe and the Americas. Campari Group’s
growth strategy aims to combine organic growth through strong brand building and external growth via selective
acquisitions of brands and businesses. Headquartered in Milan, Italy, Campari Group owns 18 plants worldwide
and has its own distribution network in 20 countries. Campari Group employs approximately 4,000 people. The
shares of the parent company Davide Campari-Milano S.p.A. (Reuters CPRI.MI - Bloomberg CPR IM) have been
listed on the Italian Stock Exchange since 2001. For more information: http://www.camparigroup.com/en Please
enjoy our brands responsibly
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ABOUT ASSOCIATION OF HISTORICAL, TRADITIONAL AND TYPICAL FLORENTINE BUSINESSES
The “Association of Historical, Traditional and Typical Florentine Businesses” was born in February 2013 by two
Florentine entrepreneurs, Gherardo Filistrucchi and Elisabetta Bongi, who, together with another fifty founders,
have established the Association with a public deed. Today the Association is composed of more than sixty historical
Florentine companies, some of which are considered "Italian Historical Enterprises" by Unioncamere. The
Association has the following aims: gather companies that are registered in the Register of Historical and Traditional
Exercises of the Municipality of Florence to foster cooperation between them; promote, qualify, protect and
enhance the activities of the Florentine Historical Exercises both as individuals and in their collegiality; promote
knowledge at national and international level of the typical activities of the Florentine Historical Exercises, as the
cultural, social, characteristic and traditional heritage of Florence.
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